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I heard about the Erasmus Plus program from Students who already took part in it. Then I found out 

about the Erasmus office of my University in Pécs. I got information from the workers, the website and 

also from official information presentations from the Erasmus team at the university.  

What I was hoping for to achieve from the program and the stay abroad was Experience in clinical work. 

I wanted to learn what the everyday work is like and if I`m ready for that or what I still need to learn. 

Also I could do that by speaking my mother tongue and talk to patients and other workers in German. 

Furthermore I wanted to have some financial independence from my parents with the support from the 

Erasmus Program. 

At first it was hard to follow the fast working style of the team especially in subjects where I hadn’t 

much experience working in. I tried to concentrate on diseases which were pretty common and often 

and learned at home about it. So that I could work more and more on my own with the patients. 

Sometimes I felt that people who were supposed to teach me and help me in the hospital, didn’t have 

much interest to do so. Then I tried to stick to doctors who were more open to that and really tried to 

integrate me into the process. 

The travel from Pécs to Stade was difficult, because of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic there were no flights 

anymore. So I had to take the car but I was moving out from Pécs anyway sooner or later so I had to do 

the moving anyway. In Stade I was staying just 15 km away from the hospital, so with car that was no 

problem. 

My accommodation was payed by the clinic as always for practical year students. So that was fortunate 

and the apartment was fine for that. It was shared with two other students but that was okay. I had my 

own room and bathroom. Kitchen and entrance hall was shared. I also stayed at my parents place from 

time to time which wasn’t very far either. 

So mainly I learned to work as a doctor by doing. There were theory courses of one hour every week 

and also I learned at home by myself. The rest of the time it was about following instructions by the 

experienced doctors but also being proactive and showing initiative to work by myself. I learned for 

example what to do in admission of patients so that I could do that on my own later own. Of course I 

would always discuss the whole process with the responsible doctor. We analyzed what I maybe did 

wrong or could have done otherwise. In Neurology I learned how to perform lumbar puncture, 

neurological examination with the reflex hammer and tuning fork, Shellong test and so on. In paediatrics 

I learned how to get a venous access to infants, to perform ultrasound for excluding appendicitis, 

reanimation of a newborn and so on. In oxyology I learned performing mask ventilation, intubation, 

rapid sequence induction and intubation, arterial access and so on. 

I didn’t need public transport for coming to work but there were offers. The public life and everything 

which comes with that like restaurants, cinemas and so on were closed the majority of the time because 

of SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. 



The costs of living in and around Stade are of course some higher than in Pécs but because my apartment 

was for free I could afford everything else pretty good with the financial support of the program. 

The most important thing why I wouldn’t want to miss the time was the clinical experience I gained 

which is support important for the future work. 

I would always recommend the Erasmus Plus program to other students because you can especially in 

the 6th year of medschool go nearly anywhere where a hospital is in Europe while making great 

experience for work and also for life. All that is also possible because of the financial support.  

Thank you for the great work and support in the whole mobility. 

 



 

 



  


